Every month, KOTRA Express introduces a Korean SME that seeks to expand its network by working with foreign partners. In the April issue, we take a look at one of Korea’s most promising companies in the machinery manufacturing sector.

Jonghap Machinery is a company specializing in engineering and manufacturing for the heavy industry and shipyards. The company’s products include the following:

1. standard welding equipment
2. special equipment
3. t-bar welding line
4. h-beam build up line
5. pipe spool welding equipment
6. panel fabrication line
7. press bending pipes and line pipe fabrication system
8. u-rib welding gantry machines and box girder manufacturing line
9. coal sampling system
10. super tig welding system
11. other equipment

Major clients of Jonghap Machinery include large companies in the shipyard sector and heavy industry such as Hyundai Heavy Industries, DSME, Hanjin Heavy Industries and Construction, as well as other companies like Posco, Volvo Construction Equipment and LS Industrial Systems.

Operated by KOTRA, buyKOREA is Korea’s premier e-marketplace. If you want to find out more about the products mentioned above, please visit www.buyKOREA.org